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Introduction

This chapter outlines the general steps for implementing a sample distributed
application by using direct messaging.

Loading a Station Instance

The first thing you must do in both the client and server portions of the SCL
application is to set up a station instance.

stationid = loadclass(’sashelp.connect.station’);
stationInst = instance(stationid);

Open a Station Instance

After you have your station instance, both the client and server portions of the SCL
application must initialize the messaging environment by using the _open method to
open the station instance.

call send(stationInst, ’_open’, ’payroll’, rc);

Note: The client is only able to talk with its targeted server if their instance names
match. In this example, the matching instance name is the third parameter, PAYROLL.
4
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Query a Station

After the station has been successfully opened, the server application can use the
_query method to listen for incoming messages. A server application can either listen
for messages from any user by doing a _query on a station, or a server application can
listen for messages from a specific user by doing a _query on a connection object.

call send(stationInst, ’_query’, eventtype,
msgtype, attach_list,
connection_object, rc);

Query a Connection Object

The event types returned by the _query method are CONNECT, MESSAGE,
DISCONNECT, and ABORT.

If a CONNECT event is returned from the _query method, it means that a client
application has initiated a connect so that it can communicate with the server
application. The server application can then use the returned connection_object
parameter for subsequent queries from that specific user.

call send(connection_object, ’_query’, eventtype,
msgtype, attach_list, rc);

If a MESSAGE event is returned by the _query method, the server receives the
MESSAGE and responds.

If a DISCONNECT event is returned by the _query method, the specific client
application has terminated the connection and the connection object is deleted.

Loading a Connection Instance

In order for the client application to establish communication with the server
application, it must set up a connection instance.

cnctid=loadclass(’sashelp.connect.cnction’);
connection=instance(cnctid);

Open a Connection Instance

After you have your connection instance, the client portion of the SCL application
must establish communication with the server application by using the _open method.
The client must know the server’s nickname in order to connect to it.

call send(connection, ’_open’,
stationInst, ’/shr1’, rc);

Note: The station instance names in both the client and the server applications
must match or the connection open will fail. In this example, the station instance name
is the third parameter. 4
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Send a Message
When the connection is successfully opened, the client application is ready to send

messages by means of the _send method. Using the _send method, the client application
can optionally specify a message type. The message-type values are defined by the
application, and both the client and server pieces of the application must be coded to
recognize and process this defined set of message types. For example, the message type
can be used to indicate the number and the types of parameters in the message:

� Message type 1 indicates one parameter of type character (that is, a string).

� Message type 2 indicates one parameter of type numeric.

msgtype=1;
call send(payobj, ’_send’, msgtype, rc,

’Start nightly processing’);

Receive a Message
When the server detects that it has been sent a message, it attempts to receive the

message. The message type may be used by the server to determine the type and
number of parameters to fetch.

call send(connection_object, ’_recv’, rc, task_string);

Disconnect from a Server
The _query, _send, and _recv methods can continue repeatedly until the particular

needs of the application are accomplished. When the client is finished, it indicates this
to the server by sending a _disconnect.

call send(connection, ’_disconnect’, rc);

Close Station Instance
Both the client and the server shut down the messaging environment by executing

the _close method.

call send(stationInst, ’_close’, rc);
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